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Filter function for thematic or 

country-specific and regional 

agenda item and/or agenda 

item(s) of Security Council 

Select a year range between 

2008 and 2020  

(i.e. ) 

and filter function for provisions 

based on perambulatory 

paragraphs (PP) and operative 

paragraphs (OP) of Security 

Council resolution(s) and 

presidential statement(s) (PRST) 

Total number of Security Council 

decisions with CAAC keywords 

during the time range 

Number of Security Council 

provisions with CAAC keywords, 

excluding the Security Council 

resolutions adopted under 

children and armed conflict 

Word cloud displaying the top 15 Security 

Council agenda items with provisions 

containing CAAC keywords 

Selecting an agenda item (i.e. the situation 

concerning the Democratic Republic of the 

Congo) allows a user to explore the interactive 

functionality of the report which shows the 

development of CAAC keywords in Security 

Council decisions by year and the number of 

relevant Security Council decisions and 

provisions with CAAC keywords, based on a 

selected agenda item 

  

Bar chart displaying Security Council 

decisions containing CAAC keywords; 

hovering over each bar chart displays 

exact figure for the number of Security 

Council decisions with CAAC keywords for 

each year  

(i.e. )  

Interactivity with the rest of the report is 

enabled for the user to explore specific 

years.  

 

(i.e. PRST filter enabled) 

Clicking on the 

CAAC icon 

allows a user to 

download the 

underlying data   

Ribbon chart displaying the top four CAAC 

keywords in Security Council decisions by 

year, by the order of their rank  

Since the interactivity with the rest of the 

report is enabled, a user can, for example, 

filter by year, PP/OP/PRST and explore the 

development of top four CAAC keywords 

in Security Council decisions by year  

 

This view allows a user to get a 

quick grasp of Security Council 

decisions based on the cross-cutting 

themes keywords, by year, agenda 

item, and type of Security Council 

decision and paragraph  
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Clicking on the 

CAAC icon 

allows a user to 

download the 

underlying data   

Filter by category of agenda items (thematic or country-

specific and regional items), agenda items of Security 

Council decisions, and perambulatory paragraphs (PP) 

and operative paragraphs (OP) of Security Council 

resolution(s) and presidential statement(s) (PRST) 

 

Select a year range between 2008 

and 2020 using the year slicer 

 

Search a keyword (i.e. 

child) to view the text of a 

specific provision(s) of 

Security Council decision(s) 

and a link to a new window 

with a .pdf version of the 

relevant Security Council 

decision 

Based on the search function, the 

text of specific provision(s) of 

Security Council decision(s) is 

displayed with relevant 

information such as formal agenda 

item, category of an agenda item, 

symbol of the Security Council 

decision, PP/OP, and paragraph 

number).  

By clicking on   icon, a user 

can view a full pdf of a relevant 

Security Council decision  

 

This view allows a user to analyze 

keywords in the context of Security 

Council provisions and language in their 

entirety used in Security Council decisions 


